
 
 

Lower Leg Fairings For 1995 & Newer Harley-Davidson FLH 
models, except Road Glide (Note: Does not fit Deluxe models) 

#MV100 
 

1. Layout and familiarize yourself with the lowers and the supplied hardware.  
 

2. Locate the “P” clamps. Open the clamps using a screwdriver and or pliers. Slide the 
clamps over the bottom of the crash bars, about 6” from where they bolt to the bike with 
the flat side of the clamp facing up, and both tabs facing towards the rear. Using pliers, 
close the clamps, but leave a 3/8” gap. 

 
3. Unsnap and remove the covers from the storage compartments. Remove the two 10mm 

bolts inside the compartment which secure the front covers to the lowers - and then 
remove the upper front facing covers. 

 
4. Place the lowers up onto the crash bars, working them in from the tip and behind the crash 

bars. Place the upper front cover over the front of the crash bars and seat them in place on 
the main part of the lowers. Start the two 10mm bolts removed earlier.  

 
5. Use the remaining supplied hardware in the bottom holes of the lowers and through the “P” 

clamp as follows: Place a flat washer onto the bolts. Next - place the bolt with washers 
from the top down through the lowers, then place the rubber washer onto the bolt. Put the 
bolt through the holes in the “P” clamps followed by another flat washer and the locking 
nuts. 

 
6. Align the lowers to fit up against the crash bars uniformly and snugly on both sides. Then 

tighten the upper 10mm bolts, and the lower 1/4” bolts and nuts (Note: Do not over- tighten 
the lower bolts - they only have to close the “P” clamp and compress the rubber washer 
slightly). 
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To register your warranty, and see many other bagger  
and cruiser accessories, please visit our website. 

 
 


